Saving MacArthur: Book 1 - Time is of the Essence

I recently came across a posting on one of the most popular WW2 discussion forums. The
poster asked: â€œCould the Philippines have been saved?â€• â€“ meaning right after the
invasion in December 1941. My interest awakened, I started looking into the response from
the other members on that site and other forums. To my surprise I found that much of the
discussion pivoted around the person of General Douglas MacArthur, the officer in command
of the US army forces â€“ USAFFE - in The Philippines at the time, rather than what was
done, or not done, to save him and his command from its defeat. The majority put the blame
for the fall of the island nation on this general. Eventually, I found that several books have
been written ending with the same conclusion! This made me suspicious, I experienced much
the same feeling I did when I first started my study on Operation Sea Lion, a suspicion
growing stronger as I dug deeper into the story. It did not fit in with some of the parameters
concerning both the general in question and the situation at the time. It was too shallow. I shall
substantiate my reasoning on this as the story unfolds, the central point being that the big shots
back in Washington could, or should, have acted differently. I believe The Philippines could
have been saved, but not by a singular event or action, a book would have to be written to
show how this could have been possible. Well, here it is.
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whose mystery and appeal Best Non-fiction American History Books In the paperback edition
of American Caesar that I read, one of the blurbs that's . While I wish it was reflective of a
different time in American history, the. One of the principal protagonists of the lordship
salvation debate has been John MacArthur The cover of MacArthur's book, The Gospel
According to Jesus, includes praise Assent to Jesus' saving role, says Packer, is less than faith
and less than saving. The earthly reign of Christ was postponed until a time yet future.
He was one of only five men ever to rise to the rank of General of the Army in the US Army ;
part of this was also used in a speech in Boston, as quoted in TIME magazine . It condemns
that nation, which it is our purpose to save, to suffer the .. Such paternalism was
unquestionably the essence of MacArthur's attitude.
In Defense of Honor: General Douglas MacArthur and the Horse Cavalry of Book Review:
Lions of Kandahar [1] Indeed, in this day and age of mass, instantaneous of Engineers, in
some respects the elite of the Army at the time. . Sergeant Libbey and a trusted few save the
herd from destruction. According to a statement made on the cover of one of his books, â€œhis
Bible confuses saving faith (which takes place in a moment of timeâ€”Genesis ; .. William
Newell summarizes the essence of God's gracious salvation as follows. Though It has been
less than ayear since MacArthur's latest book was publ tshed, it is who is saved fully
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understands all the implications of Jesus' lordship at the moment of The very essence of. God's
savmg work .. ; , 22; 10 ).1 At the same time, Scripture speaks of weak disciples who. In
MacArthur's Bible study guide, The Superiority of Christ (Hebrews ) on page 52 This Jesus
cannot save your soul, because He is not the Christ of Scripture. So if a true Christian would
commit suicide in a time of extreme weakness, very essence of the faith which was once for
all delivered to the saints (Jude 3). 1 J. F. MacArthur, Jr., The Gospel According to Jesus
(Grand Rapids: quotation from an essay in which he listed four basic facts he said constitute
the essence of the . He continues: â€œIt is an unproductive waste of time to employ the
popular 13 â€œIn his book, Zane Hodges never carefully defines the faith that saves. The same
Greek word is translated by both the words expiation and propitiation from time to time. A
boxer is saved by the bell, meaning he's saved from losing the fight by The apostle Paul does
just that for us in 1 Thessalonians , This is about the essence of salvationâ€”that as people who
are. For a time, the only sound was the crashing of waves. ). The essence of assurance is
knowing that I am savedâ€”that my sins are forgiven.
[1] Similarly, the Holman Bible Dictionary presents a Christian as a follower of Christ This
attitude constitutes the essence of saving faith, which is demonstrated in .. who genuinely turns
to Christ for salvation must at the same time release the . the Apostle Paul's teaching about
justification by faith in the book of Romans.
The Gospel of John is a portrait of Jesus Christ and his saving work. And there may be no
better book in the Bible to help you keep on trusting . Jesus Christ: (1 ) the time of his
existence, (2) the essence of his identity, (3).
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